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Summary Information
Repository: Northeast Archives of Folklore and Oral History











Audio files are the primary source material. Transcriptions are
the transcriber's best effort to convert audio to text, but should
be considered secondary to the audio.
Preferred Citation
Interviewee last name, interviewee first name. Year. NA2605, MF017, NAFOH. Raymond
H. Fogler Library Special Collections Department, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Scope and Contents
Produced by Don DePoy, 1994-1996, Sydney and Crawford, Maine. Footage features music
groups taped at the Breakneck Mountain Bluegrass Festival in Crawford, Maine (1994) and
the Blistered Fingers Bluegrass Festival in Sydney, Maine (1995). Artists include Evergreen,
the Stevens Family, Sassygrass, Bluegrass Supply Company, the Gibson Brothers, the Sandy
River Ramblers, Smokey Greene, Eddie Poirier and the Bluegrass Four, Simon St. Pierre, Kenny
Baker and Josh Graves, the Lewis Family, Shady Creek, Yodelin' Slim Clark and others. Also, a
series of tapes for a program called "Women and the Franco-American Experience" featuring a
concert of Franco-American music presented at the University of Maine with groups Psaltery,
Jete Le Po, and Souterie. Text: 78 pp. index. Recordings: mfc_na2605_v0187 - mfc_na2605_v0297
3037 minutes (50.5 hours) / mfc_na2605_v0206 - mfc_na2605_v0251, mfc_na2605_c1814_01 -
mfc_na2605_c1817_01 1298 minutes (22 hours)
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Administrative Information
Publication Statement
Northeast Archives of Folklore and Oral History





For digitized items free from access restrictions, we are working to upload this material
(pdfs, mp3s, jpgs) for public access, but it is an ongoing project. If you don't find what you
are looking for here, contact Special Collections (um.library.spc@maine.edu).
Conditions Governing Use
Rights assessment remains the responsibility of the researcher. Known restrictions on for-
profit use.
Existence and Location of Originals
Located at the American Folklife Center at the Library of Congress: AFC 2012/047 https://
lccn.loc.gov/2013655211.
Immediate Source of Acquisition
Gifted by DePoy July 28, 1998 to NAFOH.










Collections consists of video tapes (150 hours approx.) produced by DePoy, founder of F. O. L.
K., Inc. (Focus On Local Knowledge) "a nonprofit Maine based corporation dedicated to the
performance and preservation of traditional music." Tapes contain raw footage and edited
masters for a series of TV programs titled "Mainely Bluegrass" broadcast on Maine Public
Television in 1996.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Collection Inventory
Mainely Bluegrass, produced by F.O.L.K., Inc.
Title/Description Instances
NA 2605, transcript, 1999
Digital Object: NA 2605, transcript: 1999
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 1, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 1: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 2, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 2: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 3, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 3: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 4, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 4: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 5, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 5: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 6, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 6: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 7, 1994-1996 Audio NA
2605
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Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 7: 1994-1996
NA 2605, audio, part 8, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 8: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 9, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 9: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 10, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 10: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 11, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 11: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 12, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 12: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 13, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 13: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 14, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 14: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 15, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 15: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 16, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 16: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 17, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 17: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 18, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 18: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 19, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 19: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 20, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 20: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 21, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 21: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 22, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 22: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 23, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 23: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 24, 1994-1996 Audio NA
2605
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Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 24: 1994-1996
NA 2605, audio, part 25, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 25: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 26, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 26: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 27, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 27: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 28, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 28: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, audio, part 29, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, audio, part 29: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0187, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0187
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0188, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0188: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0189, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0189: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0190, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0190: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0191, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0191: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0192, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0192: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0193, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0193: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0194, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0194: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0195, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0195: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0196, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0196: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0197, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0197: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0198, 1994-1996 Audio NA
2605
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Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0198: 1994-1996
NA 2605, video, v0199, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0199: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0200, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0200: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0201, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0201: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0202, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0202: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0203, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0203: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0204, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0204: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0205, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0205: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0208, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0208: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0209, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0209: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0210, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0210: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0212, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0212: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0213, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0213: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0214, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0214: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0215, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0215: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0216, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0216: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0217, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0217: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0230, 1994-1996 Audio NA
2605
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Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0230: 1994-1996
NA 2605, video, v0231, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0231: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0232, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0232: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0233, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0233: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0234, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0234: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0235, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0235: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0236, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0236: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0237, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0237: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0238, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0238: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0239, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0239: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0240, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0240: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0243, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0243: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0252, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0252: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0253, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0253: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0254, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0254: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0255, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0255: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0256, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0256: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0257, 1994-1996 Audio NA
2605
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Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0257: 1994-1996
NA 2605, video, v0258, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0258: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0259, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0259: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0260, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0260: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0261, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0261: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0262, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0262: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0263, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0263: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0264, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0264: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0265, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0265: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0266, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0266: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0267, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0267: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0268, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0268: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0269, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0269: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0270, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0270: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0271, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0271: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0272, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0272: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0273, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0273: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0274, 1994-1996 Audio NA
2605
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Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0274: 1994-1996
NA 2605, video, v0275, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0275: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0276, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0276: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0277, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0277: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0278, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0278: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0279, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0279: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0280, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0280: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0281, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0281: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0282, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0282: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0283, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0283: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0284, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0284: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0285, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0285: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0286, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0286: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0287, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0287: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0288, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0288: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0289, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0289: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0290, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0290: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0291, 1994-1996 Audio NA
2605
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Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0291: 1994-1996
NA 2605, video, v0292, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0292: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0293, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0293: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0294, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0294: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0295, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0295: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0296, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0296: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
NA 2605, video, v0297, 1994-1996
Digital Object: NA 2605, video, v0297: 1994-1996
Audio NA
2605
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